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RECOGNIZE THIS

CHRISTMAS-

S TA RT S

FA C E ?

Has Christmas been

-

Women go 5-0 and earn the
ninth spot in the national

■

over-commercialized?

Opinion — page 5

If you do, you've seen
one of our recom

mended movies.

rankings.
Sports — page 13

A&E — page 10

Cresfcent

George Fox University, Newberg, Oregon

Friday, December 7,2001

I s s u e 7 , Vo l . C X V I I I

Christmas Operation declared a success Car chase
dents. At this point in the year,
we have very little time and

ends on

money and there are service and
giving opportunities being
thrown at them for every direc

99W near

tion. We are forced to choose
what to be involved'in and how
to best use the resources that we
have.
"Those 93 shoeboxes we

received represent 200+ students
and I'm excited that that many

campus
FROM NEWS
REPORTS

students chose to be involved."
A s s t a t e d o n t h e o f fi c i a l

Operation Christmas Child web
site:

"Operation Christmas Child
sends a message of hope to chil
dren in desperate situations
around the world through giftfi l l e d s h o e b o x e s a n d C h r i s t i a n
LUl

DAWBBR

Operation Christmas Chiid box donations number 93, up from 15 last year. They
will go to underprivleged children around the word.
LISA

DELZER

Staff Writer
Growing up, a Christmas
tree always glimmered and a fire
always burned in the hearth,
lights glowed on street comers as
snow fell lightly down, and yet
the house was always comfy-

Not all children are so very
blessed, however; many poor
youngsters in third-world coun
tries have not grown up with the
luxuries of Santa Glaus legends
and presents under a tree. But
thanks to Operation Christmas
Child and the George Fox
University campus, many chil
dren's Christmases have been

cozy with the smell of pine and a
cup of hot cocoa and egg nog in
every hand. Presents shone

brightened.
By packing up 93 boxes full
of both toys and necessities, this

under the tree and the hope of

organization reaches out to the
impoverished to deliver gifts of

Santa danced in the air.

literature. This program provides
an opportunity for individuals of
all ages to be involved in a sim

LAPP

took his life. Hoa T. Lc, 25. of
Salem, shot himself with a hunt

ing rifle in the cab of his 1992
Toyota pickup as law enforce
m e n t o f fi c e r s f r o m t h e a r e a

looked on. According to police
and eyewitness accounts, the
drama began in Tigard when a

dolls, toothbrushes, cars, candy,
plastic jewelry, and combs. In
addition, the gospel is spread
through the Christmas story, and
children and their parents alike

ple, hands-on missions project
that reaches out to suffering chil
dren while focusing on the true
meaning of Christmas-Jesus
Christ, God's greatest gift. In

police officer witnessed Le run a
red light. When the Tigard offi
cer tried to pull Le over, the

are offered the truth of salvation

2000, we collected over 4.1 mil

Salem man fled. Soon, officers

through distributed Christian lit

lion shoe boxes worldwide and

from Tigard, Sherwood and the

distributed them to children in

Oregon State Police had joined
the pursuit of Le, who was trav

erature.

In only the second year of
the program here at Fox, the out

more than 75 countries."

put has increased immensely,
with only 15 boxes submitted in
2000. Julia Vogt, the organizer
of the event this year, stated, "I

tunity for ministry on its way to

personally am proud of our stu

in need.

With this wonderful oppor
millions of children across the

world, Fox is playing an impor
tant role in reaching out to those

eling south on Highway 99W at
speeds in excess of 90 mph.
Newberg police received a
report at 10:50 p.m. that Le was
approaching the city. Officers
set out a spike strip on the edge
of town. Le swerved around the

Surveillance cameras, card locks reduce theft
MEf.ISSA

A high-speed chase thai
originated in Tigard ended in
tragedy on the evening of
Tuesday, November 27. in
Newberg when a Salem man

spike strip and continued toward
town, pursued by a half-dozen or
more police cars from various
agencies.
Police tried the strip tactic

Muhoiland said, "Most colleges
would kill to have our statistics."

New technology at George

ty's suggestions have been imple

again at 99W and Villa Road.
Although Le attempted to
swerve around again, one of his
front tires caught the spike strip

Fox University's campus security

mented. Video cameras are cur

and Le lost control of the vehi

office results in lower crime sta

rently located in Bauman and UHall parking lots and the SUB
basement, with plans to add
more. Various buildings on cam

Contributing Writer

tistics and a safer, more efficient

ly run campus, according to cam
pus security director.
Bill Muhoiland, G.F.U.'s
Director of Security since 1999,
said, "The new technology
includes video surveillance and

card lock systems and have
improved our ability to protect
students and staff."

In 1999, theft and vandalism
were the most common criminal

acts, with 29 incidents of theft
and 22 acts of vandalism occur

ring on campus, according to
security's crime log.
The 2000 results have not

been released to the public but
D^cm6cV7,2(X)l

He said the university has
been very supportive and securi

cle.
• When Le lost control of this

pickup he struck the rear of a
1991 Honda Prelude driven by

pus are protected by card lock

Newberg resident Eric Schmitz.
Schmitz, 22, was driving we.sl-

systems.

Muhoiland said the biggest
problem is students' lack of safe
ty and security consciousness on
and off campus. "It's hard to
educate the public," he said.
He added that when people
let strangers in buildings or block
emergency exits, it puts the indi
vidual and the entire building at

b o u n d o n 9 9 W. S c h m i t z w a s

VICKIE HAWKINS

Bill Muhoiland monitors one of three new surveil
lance cameras on campus.

caliber of people recruited to and 16 work-study students,
w o r k t h e r e . E i g h t o f t h e s e a r e s t u d e n t o f fi c e r s

tninsportcd to Providence
Newberg Hospital after being
freed by Newberg firefighters
using the Jaws of Life.
Le's truck became airborne

and tore through the western
edge of the Roadrunner station's
parking lot. It struck a corner of

The security office staff

risk.
Muhoiland said that securi

ty's strengths include new tech
nology, training upgrades and the

includes secretary Melody
Buchholz, two full lime officers

see Security, page 16

see Accident, page 16
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Simpsons trade Oregon rain for more warmth
Wilcuts, Carey and Beebe.

change will be an adjustment for
Simpson's current staff but that

impact on those come in contact

and others are what stand out in

s a m e .

with him? In the case of Rob

student's encounters with Rob.

Simpson said that his new
position at Point Loma is
Director of Outdoor Leadership,
a position he calls a "good stu
dent relational ministry." He said
his Job will include,things such as

Simpson there are so many

Simpson said that besides being
an Area Coordinator, he teaches

two rock climbing classes,

directs the campus climbing wall,
and is the advisor for the Outdoor
Club.

The search for someone to

fill Simpson's position is a
national search, Mark Pothoff

said. He said that Simpson's cur
rent RA staff will have some

involvement in the selection of a

Simpson said in an interview
Friday. He has been an Area
Coordinator at George Fox since
1999.

Willcuts, Carey and Beebe, will
be leaving George Fox at the end

for someone to fill Simpson's

of the semester and taking a posi
tion at Point Loma University in
San Diego, California.

x

t?

complete without

George Fox

wife, Cammie. and
son, Alek. Both

them luck as they

memories of him.
One

have

had

an

is

m o v e o n i n t h e i r l i f e impact on students
while during the
through their inter

together.

the beginning of the

action with students.
Alek can be found run-

year Simpson was showing^

Tiing around the lobby using

students what not to do in the

college students as jungle gyms,

Pennington lobby. That included
attempting to repel off the banis
ters. As he was beginning to
lower himself to the ground

or begging them to build forts.

something happened and he was
stuck hanging in mid air. For
most students that was enough to
make them not want to try and

and gives up so much so that Rob

rope climb from the banister.
Another memory is also

wishes them luck as they move
on in their life together.

Cammie often cooks snacks for
t h e R e s i d e n t A s s i s t a n t s t a ff m e e t

ings. She is an amazing person
can do what he does.

They are incredible people

and the George Fox Community

Student Life is now looking

Simpson said that although

Pennington Lobby

his current staff is sad about the

change, they understand. The

staff is very mature, according to
Simpson, and "It'll be very easy
for someone to walk in and pick
that up."

position. The Area Coordinator
lives on campus and oversees the
staff of RAs for Pennington,

Simpson Farewell Party

cants.

here fully invested until I leave,"

Coordinator for Pennington,

who

Yet, nothing with the

Xhe*""'"''\Simpson's would be

have many funny/ Community wishes

Student Life picks a few appli

"I'm committed to being

Rob Simpson, Area

Students
have known Rob

taped to him. These memories

new Area Coordinator once

gear, which will come in handy in sunny Point Loma.
Contributing Writer

things to say.

All-Area meeting at

Currently at George Fox,

S A B R I N A H A M I LTO N

course), and offered new resi
dents the candy that was duct

making the quality of things the

weekend outdoor trips.

Cammic, AIek, and Rob Simpson pose in their Luau

Contributing Writer

Student Life is committed to

leadership class and leading

PHOTO

he covered his body with duct
tape, placed candy {wrapped of

What can you say about a
man who has had an amazing

teaching a weekly wilderness

PERSONAL

from an All-Area meetings when

SIENNA HESTER

Mark Pothoff, the Associate
Dean of Students, said that the

Simpson accepted the posi

Tuesday, December 11 at 8:00 p-m.
ANYONE who has been touched by the
Simpson's ministry here at Fox are
welcome to come share and enjoy food,

tion at Point Loma after it was

games, and fun.

offered to him in September.

First-hand account of a life-changing accident
After finishing my breakfast,

CHARLES SIEGFRIED

I take my bow] to

Contributing Writer

my half-sister comes out and says

the sink and then

dress for the day. It
This is pari one of a three

that we were

day, it seems perfect to go to the
event. Looks like I will be doing

In the next row is my half-sister's
brother. Josh. Lastly, in the front

going to go to

Star Fox tonight instead.

are Brad and Tina.

Oak's

The ride to Oak's Park is

Park

Tired.

just rained last
night, so I will wear
my jeans. These
pants are the best;
they have the gen

I go to
Tina and say

From the other room 1 hear

uine holes in the

go

that I don't feel

that it is breakfast time. I head up
to the main floor and go into the

knees.

like going to

G r a n g e ,

kitchen and sit down at the kid
tabic. 1 am so tired. I shouldn't

dressed, 1 grab my
whirly-bird and go

have stayed up most of the night

to the back yard. I

I want to play
Star Fox on my

playing Super Mario World. At
least I completed it.
"What would you like for

probably play in the

new SNES, but

cold morning air
with that thing for

Brad and Tina

breakfast?" Tina asks.

about 30 minutes.

would be good

part series charles Siegfied has
written in order to share with

others his story.

At least it is long

As soon as I pour them into

enough for

c oI Vl 7o1 r

tinue my habit of finishing them
in ten bites or less. I figure a bite
for my age.

so

I

should get
ready.

After getting

"Chcerios are fine," I reply.
my bowl and add the milk, I con

soon,

Oak's

Park

now. Secretly,

think

that

it

PERSONAL PHOTO SO anyway,

Charles
Siegfried,
vjo
i i n i i i vt; h e
w O Ow
d o. o d
, ' s i nfreshc e t especially
hev are

tostart
starttotofade
fadefrom
from
shares
shares
his his
story.
story. having an
the water on the grass. Earth-day event this weekend.

While I am playing outside, Since it is the 24th, Earth-

DAVIDA ANKENV BROWN, Editor-in-Chief
BETH S. TEMPLETON, Assistant Editor

Along the trip home, I fall
asleep. Next
thing I know.

ing there we all

stay together. ^
All of us

to

where all of

the special
events

"Things can make

the

you bitter or better.

Only you can decide."

are

going on.
Everyone,
except Josh,
grabs a treat bag

I see my

Mom, who

had just
passed away
three weeks
before.

—David Stocktin

and starts filling it. We put
everything from baby pine trees
to buttons in the bags.
We have lunch there and go
on some rides. At about 5:00PM

There

is someone

b e h i n d h e r.
who I do not
recognize. I run to Mom, almost

with tears in my eyes. She grabs

me and embraces me like she had
done so many times before. If
this is a dream, it is too real.

all six of us get back into the van.

To be continued in

1 am in the very back, then my

upcoming issues.

half-sister, and then my brother.

JESSICA A. HOWARD, Layout Editor

ERNIE J. STURZINGER, Sports Editor

TODD D. KIMBALL, Business Manager
ADRIENNE M. DORSEY, Copy Editor

CAROLINA S. GERVAIS, A&E Editor

MELANIE S. MOCK. Crescent Advisor

ERIN M. NEWBERRY, Opinion Editor

Ti r e d .

long but uneventful. Upon arriv

JOHN R. FELTON, Communications Director

1 he Crescent encourages reader response and participation through letters to (he editors Letters should hf fvrtf.u,r;ffa„ .i i u

■» send your The cZZ,
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m

Santa Clans: parenting friend or foe?
Jolly St. Nick good example Big man in red; a big fat lie
M AT T

TIRRS

Guest Writer
A jolly man with a red
nose and a belly that jiggles

hired Santa Clauses. The real

B I G P O P PA

ity is that Santa provides
hard-working Americans

Guest Writer

There are thousands of malls

I have always believed
that the myth of Santa Claus

in the U.S., and that means

came from the actual life of an

thousands of jobs that would
not otherwise need to be

early Christian known as Saint
Nicholas (you know, Jolly Old

fi l l e d .

St. Nick).

with easy, demeaning jobs.

like a bowlful of jelly careens
around wildly at night. He
breaks into your house and
generally shows up during the

lying. Santa may make
Christmas more "magical" for
your kids, but if that is all it
takes to justify deceiving your
children, then why not lie to
them all the time? If your
child is sad, lie. If your boss is

holiday season ...No. we're
not speaking about your alco

dren need to be able to have

However, according to
religious historians, there is no

angry. He. If your wife is mad
at you, lie. Create a world of
illusion for those around you
if it helps you out of a sticky

holic uncle, we're talking

the example of a stable house

evidence to indicate that St.

situation. No harm done.

about Santa Claus.

Do you want people you
trust living their lives like
that? Do you want to be treat

In today's society, chil

hold. Santa and Mrs. Claus

Nicholas ever existed as a

Children should not only

have stayed together through

human. In fact, there are quite

be allowed to believe in Santa

thick and thin for at least a

a few indicators that he was

Claus. they should be encour

simply a recycled Pagan god.

aged to do so. Here's why:

couple hundred years. Santa
doesn't step out on Mrs.

Santa Claus crosses cultural

Claus, and Mrs. Claus would

boundaries. He is Pere Noel

n't ever file for separation

created out of legends attrib
uted to the Greek god

in France, Julenisse in

based on "irreconcilable dif

Scandinavia, Sankt Nikolaus

ferences."

in Germany, Sinter Klaas in
Holland.

and

Santa also crosses all
economic

Father

classes.

At

Poseidon, the Roman god
Neptune, and the Teutonic god

Do you like
Eggnog?"

Imagine sitting by a crackling fire on a
cold snowy night, reading your favorite
childhood Christma.s tale, and drinking a

big, creamy, frothy jug of...egg nog.
Yum? or.... Eww-barf bag, please!

What would your
answer

be?

'Wes. Especially with nutmeg!!! "
Bjorn Doskcland
Sophomore
"No, no, no, no, no, no, no, no,
no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no,

ed like that?

He seems to have been

C €

Telling your child that
Santa exists is a lie. Lying is
evil. If you decide to commit
an evil act, then you are decid

no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no,
no, no, no, no, no, no, no...

(20,160 times)."
. To n R o d m a n

H o l d N i c k a r.

ing to sin. The fact that some
one may derive pleasure out of

Sophomore

(For more, go to www.
Religioustolerance.org/santa.h
tm or any other credible

your evil act does not justify
your action. If deceiving your
child is wrong, then telling

"With warm eggnog and nutmeg, /
sit curled up with blankets and a

source.)

him or her Santa is real is

Christmas in England.
All European coun

Christmas time, everyone

tries... wait... um... well,

Super Mario Brothers under

there's egg on my face.

wear or a Nintendo—I've

Our idea of Santa Claus

gotten both in my day—everbody gets something.
Who cares if that kid up
the street got a Power Wheels

actually stems from pagan
beliefs. Yet, who really cares?
There are plenty of other

wrong. If committing evil so a
person derives pleasure is
okay, then go ahead, encour
age your kids to believe in

things that wedo or believe in

Santa.

and you got a Hot Wheels?

that are pagan in nature. When

Your folks just say, "There
must have been a mix-up in
Santa's workshop, honey."
One thing we lose when

it comes down to it, it is not

Some argue we should
not encourage a belief in Santa

really that important.

because it steals some of the

"Eggnog, nothin' wrong with

However, as a Christian, what

thunder out of "Jesus' birth

that!"

is important is that we follow
specific moral teachings found

day." Some say that we should

Nick Hultberg

reject Santa because he is

Colossians 3:9 says this:
"Lie not one to another, seeing

based off of paganism. Both of
these arguments may be true
in a sense, yet both are kind of

Junior

in the Bible.

that ye have put off the old

stupid (to put it bluntly).

gets presents, and whether it's

Apparently Santa hasn't
moved beyond Western cul

ture, so just forget my last
argument.
Santa Claus is an arche

type for generosity and chari
ty. He is rooted in such
ancient figures as the Roman
gift-giver Befana and the
Germanic Berchta and
Knecht Ruprecht.

we grow older is our sense of
magic. We begin to under

Some day when you have

stand that things don't "just

children and have them leave
out cookies and milk for

happen" but rather are caused
by one of the three laws of
thermodynamics, gravity, and

deeds."

The reason we should

Proverbs 12:22 states it quite
matter of factly: "Lying lips

reject Santa is simply because
it is lying. Does it matter so

Santa is pure magic,

are an abomination to the

cookies and drink the milk.

thoroughly miraculous, and

Then both you and your child

something that will capture a
child's imagination.
"Merry Christmas to all.
And to all a good night!"

LORD: but they that deal truly
are his delight."
If you tell a person that

much that your kids believe in
a mythical character that you

Santa Claus, you will be lead
ing them in an act of charity.
And, to keep the ruse going,

you yourself may eat the
Mill be winners.

Imagine the malls at
Christmas time without the

other stuff I slept through in
science class.

man

with

his

will lie to them? Deception
causes dissension. Families

are bound by trust. Don't
destroy that by lying.

something exists, when you
know that it does not, you are

oop

"Eggnog...some people call it
'ambrosia,'for it is truly a fruit of
the gods."
. Te s s e A t a v

Sophomore

"Eggnog tastes like goopy white
snot with chunks of cottage

cheese, need / say more? "
. To a n n W h i t t a k c r

Zach Strandv

Oixr

CVirisWio^ fc)oaiA2i
s r

Vlxe.a«

Sophomore

"Eggnog is the best stuff around
the holiday season."

.5

"TheCC-

Comet

Lisa Delzer

Freshman

U

D r y. ( \ e t c C t r

good book in front of the fire with
a beautifiilly decorated Christmas
tree in the living room. Eggnog
makes Christmas complete."

Sophomore
"It is the same consistancy as

Pepto Bismol. You drink Pepto
Bismol when you're sick. Enough
said."

Sarah Zempel
Sophomore

Out of the students and
faculty surveyed...

hR

December /,WIJ

IssuFTS@rOE9®
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OPINION
From the Pen

Abuse vs. evils of divorce:

of the President

Dangerous spouses signal time for seperation

Do your part

SHANNA

HAZARD

Guest writer

JEFF KIRKSKY

Imagine a prison cell. The walls

President

are cold and con-.

'Tis just a few weeks before Christmas
and 1 feel I should say

I've taken issue with how some of you play.

reverance to God.

Marriage is based on trust,
respect and love. It is a life-long
commitment that is made before
God to honor and cherish one anoth

Crete and bearl

er. "In this same way, husbands

ragged white marks ^

ought to love their wives as their

of suffering, a record
of days spent in this

violence are not only affected by it

but pattern their own lives after their
parents. They fail to develop con

flict management skills and deal
with everything in their

[lives with violence.
Ichildren should be the
priority in any situation

own bodies. He who loves his wife

that puts them at risk.

loves himself (Ephesians 5:28).

The protection of

When there is abuse or infideli

In the SUB Basement there's arisen such a clatter

lonely room. The air
is stifling, there is no

Stephen Keck and I are quite concerned

freshness, no sum

w i t h t h e m a t t e r.

mer breeze to free

love in sickness and in health is beat

the nostrils from the

ing the woman he married, threaten
ing her life, smacking his children
piece by piece, the foundation of that
marriage is breaking and cracking.
Each broken bone, each bruised

(women's shelter, etc.)
and then to go to a pastor if the two
are believers. By taking the initiative

This description hardly does the

cheek, each scream from a child who

to leave her husband, the wife is

subject justice. There are many
issues behind why women stay in
abusive relationships and why they
can't get out. It's their daily prison.

doesn't understand creates a rift of

helping him to acknowledge his
problem and take the steps toward

In this short poem Til give a summation
Of how recreation has become "wreck"-reation.

Those nice leather couches, they didn't come cheap
And it's certainly not right to walk on them with
shoe-clad feet.

The lips of the pool cues could go on for miles
If someone would please stop damaging
all of those ceiling tiles.
The gaming tables are meant for the game
And the pastime lounging on them is just plain lame.

putrid smell of waste
a n d s t i l l w a t e r. S u c h

is the prison in which an abused
woman lives.

So it concerns me when I hear

Christians saying that God com
mands them to stay in an abusive
marriage no matter what.
Divorce is a clear-cut case in

Look at the ping-pong tables; to see them isn't hard
Those things just can't handle our human lard.
There are more garbage cans there
than the one by the door
So seek them out and spare the poor floor.

Scripture - God does not allow it. In
fact, he opposes it with the strongest
of words: "T hate divorce,' says the
Lord God of Israel" and "What God

Together 'twas us that worked for that space.
So why has it now become such a disgrace?
You have an investment in every last chair.

How can we improve when kept down by repair?

ty, that basic trust and honor is vio
lated. If the man who promised to

fear and mistrust, two elements that

should never be part of a marriage.
"But 1 tell you that anyone who
divorces his wife, except for marital
unfaithfulness..." (Matthew 5:31-

X7 nation
like this so the
" first step is to separate

/ \ from the situation

r e c o v e r y.

After every option is exhausted
and there is still no repentence or
change, not many pastors would rec

32). In this sense, abuse is a form of

ommend that the woman remain in

unfaithfulness and is an exception to

the abusive situation. Not only

God's law of divorce. Women and

would she be a bad steward of her

children have a right to protect them
selves from violence by separating

body to do so, but also of her com
mitment to her marriage and rela

from the source of it.

tionship with her husband.
There is no scripture that

The primary concern in violent
situations is the children. The trauma

requires women and children to live
in the prison of abuse. Isaiah 61:1-3

has joined together let man not sepa
rate" (Matthew 19:6). While this is
true, marital.infidelity is an excep

they suffer from observing marital

tion.

their lives. In extreme cases it can

says quite the opposite: "He has sent
me to bind up the broken-hearted, to

cause post-traumatic stress disorder

proclaim freedom for the captives

and in most or all cases the child

and release from darkness for the

cannot form close relationships,
their self-esteem is usually low, and
their health and well-being are sig

prisoners ... to bestow upon them a
crown of beauty instead of ashes and
a garment of praise instead of

nificantly affected.

despair." There is freedom in Christ

Let's define what marriage is
and what this husband or wife, for
that matter, would be violating with
abuse. Ephesians chapter five talks
about the biblical standards for a

I need your help and some from above.
Where's the respect folks?

the women and chil
dren come first in a sit-

marriage and how both partners
need to submit to one another out of

violence affects them for the rest of

Studies have shown that chil

and in His word.

dren who grow up in homes full of

Come on, where's the love?

*The SUB Basement is a product of our student fees

in action. Please respect the equipment.

Thanksgiving; More than just
stuffing and cranberry sauce

Thanks for hearing me out!

LETTERS

N AT E

GREENLAND

A5C Chaplin

to the editor
Dear Editor,
For those of you who

our Christmas lists, filled

took the lime and effort to

boards, skis, etc., and we

participate in the shoebox
drive, thank you!
However, out of a stu

dent population of approxi
mately 1,500 students, why
is it that we were only able
to acquire 95 shoeboxes???
Please forgive me for
the sarcasm, but at a
CHRISTIAN school where

we arc supposed to be so

focu.scd on serving the Lord
and His people, why did
just over l/I6lh of the stu

dent body participate in the
shoe box donation?

Here we arc mainly 17to 24-year-old students at

one of the most expensive
and prestigious schools in

the nation ... dreaming up

with stereos, cars, snow
can't even take a half an

hour and $10-15 to put one
Christmas present in the
hands of a third-world

child! Excuse me for saying
so ...but that's pathetic!!
Wondering where the
true spirit of the season is,

Senior

The Crescent encour

ages Letters to the editor.

Send us your tasteful
and concise letters, con

cerning any topic and they
may show up in print.
Thank you and we
await your letters!

Erin Newberry
Opinion Editor

come down from above! Or so my

the good and bad things that have

fl e s h t h i n k s .

Scrumptious memories waft
through my mind as I sit down

been brought us to where we are
so painful or hard? And isn't it

here in Spokane at my grandma's
house to jot down a few thoughts
about what Thanksgiving has

ironic that the one holiday that's
meant to be a time for us to pause

become for me.

I'm thankful for the same
sweet smell that Grandma's house,

and only Grandma's house, always
has. I'm thankful for how this

wiry 83-year-old woman has
enough energy to run circles

and express gratitude for unde
served blessings is immediately

followed by another holiday that
has become a time for us to notice
all that we don't have and ask for

more and more? What keeps us
from being more content, more

get to sleep on. It's about six inch

grateful?
I like what Brcnnan Manning
has to say in his book Ruthless
Trust: "The foremost quality of a

es too short, but what it lacks in

trusting disciple is gratefulness.

around me. I cherish the old

squeaky spring bed that I always
Christina Davis

through the years?
Is taking time to remember

tho.se good and perfect gifts that

I've found in the past few

months, though, that as I regularly
give God thanksgiving deep from
within my heart for things that are

obviously from Him (salvation,
parents, etc.). my heart is softened.
I'm enabled to recognize that

so many of the smaller things in
life are manifestations of His grace
as well (.such as having a 12-page
paper to write in very few hours
becau.sc it means: A) I've been
busy having fun with friends God
has blessed me with, and B) I'm at

perception, evaluation, and
acceptance of all of life as grace-

college—a privilege few have).
So 1 challenge you to "consid
er what great things (large or
small) the Lord has done for you."
(1 Samuel 12:24). give God rich

as an unde.seived and unearned

thanks regularly, and see if your
heart doesn't catch a little more

festering with a question. Why is it

gift from the Father's hand. Such
recognition is itself the work of
grace..."

day a year to give thanks for all of
the goodness God has shown us

for me, all of life doesn't often
seem to be grace. I deserve a lot of

comfort it more than makes up for
in character and nostalgia. Ah, the
memories.

Well, 1 won't drag you down
my riicmory lane anymore, but this
mental meandering has left me
we reserve one day and only one

Gratitude arises from the lived

1 don't know about you, but

Sonshine in the bleakness of win
t e r.

Don't underestimate the

power of a thankful heart; it pleas
es the Father (Ps 50:23)!

Tssue7Vol.C*va]||
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Keep on counting the cost
M r r p Y

Guest Writer

7:9). As I went to school at

6:30 am to join the members of

the Bible study for won;hip, I

lan high school composed

of over 2,000 suburban students

I found George Fox University to
De an interesting experience.

At first, the emphasis on
spiritual growth was an encour

aging and attractive change from

my secular high school experi

ence. However, I soon became
wary and disillusioned of the

had to daily count the cost.

ship God, or whether I would
stay behind.

Initially, I was greatly
encouraged by the many won

derful opportunities for spiritual

growth at George Fox. In

of discipleship must still be

I found it was easy for the

Christmas these days, do they

external programs and the words
of my mouth to contradict the

think of family, shopping, and lit
tle light-up plastic elves? As sad
as it is, we are ail only thinking

deepest meditations of my heart
and the inward attitude of my
For the sake of apj^earances
it became tempting to wear a

mask of cheap piety. I was so

found the data

to be explicitly

ping we need

Christmas is

do.

d e fi n i t i v e :

What

the

Christian slang that 1 almost for

able, 1 was almost over

got the true meaning behind the

activities, music, and phrases.

friends and Displays of Christmas at

the living God.

fn my high

with

school, Christianity
Although a Bible
study of about five

I.UIS

D.M.fBliR

to the recent
rise in commercia1ization,"

said

.spiritual resume was odious and

igradualjly real

offensive in the sight of God. He
is not impressed with cheap piety

America and its commercializa

or external appearances; He
measures my heart.

coming out as early as October,
nearly three months before

Although there are many

Christmas, instill in consumers

ideas on which the foundation of

amazing opportunities for min
istry and service at Fox. the

an urgency to start worrying
about gifts, decorations, and
other holiday knick-knacks.

this holiday season supposedly

Christmas has become a
time of commercialization. True
to that sentiment, seasoned

tion. Christmas is now a time of

me.

students existed, oth

of the year due

But I

danger was
s u b t l y
entangling

w a s n o t p o p u l a r.

most

stressful time

loved ones? Fred Meyer's entice shoppers

I realized that the idea of a

ized one

was exti-emely wealthy, students

"Subsequent to rigorous data
acquisition and analysis, 1 have

ties. Christian music, and

relationship with

w

It

a

s

becoming too easy for
me to be a Christian.

must still be counted, the choice

ed to choose to 'stand

Through extensive time in

in

the faith, I tend to

become

spiritually lazy and

tended to be materialistic and
s e l fi s h . M o s t C h r i s t i a n v a l u e s

dependent on others to strength
en my faith. I forgot that to truly
follow Christ wholeheartedly, I

were not promoted or even

must daily count the cost.

respected by my peers.
Despite the opposition to
Christianity. 1 loved my high

In a Christian community,
following Christ may not appear

S

tion of ChrLstmas happened. Ads

a

m

u

e

tistical guru.

People are forgetting about
love, family, friends, and the

rests. This is sad. but true; once
a beautiful tradition and celebra

high-octane shopping, intense
road rage, and a vicious brawl for
the la.st Tickle Me Elmo doll.

the Word and in prayer, each
believer must consciously and

aganda pushes my heart rate to

(the mall I. it's a reguUu- flea cir

the limit."

Is there any reason why a

cus," said frazzled holiday shop

continually choose to surrender

"It's unbelievable in there

per. Chris Waters, sophomore.

himself as a living sacrifice to

holiday suppo.sedly rich in cheer

Let's not become another

the Lord.

and love should push a young

flea in the circus this holiday sea
son; let's deny coiporatc ovcr-

Without the correct deepest

athlete's heart rate to the limit?

No. I .say.

motivations and attitudes of the

school and I had a wonderful

secular school. In fact, the

experience. I found that "if you
do not stand firm in your faith,

snares at a Chri.stian school

seek and wait for Him. but never

might be even more dangerous

allow for any pretense.

you will not stand at all" (Is.

and deadly than the snares at a

commcrcialization of Christmas

Let's battle back with love

along with its icon, the little
light-up plastic elf.

and tidings of great joy. Fight the
stress builders and win. Who

the right way this year, at home

needs their fancy light-up plastic

with family and friends and away

elves?

from the mall.

battle against these corporate

Celebrate Christmas season

A clear and concise explanation of alcohol policy
ANNELIES

VA N

BROCKI.IN

Guest Writer

What exactly is GFU's alcohol poli

cy? I have heard many students ask this

question and express complaints and frus

trations about this policy. For these rea
sons. I decided to choose George Fox

University's alcohol policy as a conflict to
analyze.

I talked to various students as well as

Brad Lau. the Vice President for Student
Life and Mark Pothoff, the Associate Dean
of Students in order to get different per

spectives on the policy.

Everyone was open about their opin

ions and helpful. Lau and Pothoff then
sent an e-mail to the University Concerns

folder, explaining aspects of the policy. 1

also posted it to Student News & Info, so
that anyone who has not read it can.

Although this posting

answered many questions students had
about the policy, there are a few unan
swered questions: here is my attempt to
answer them.

Question #1: Are GFU students

when they are with their parents at home
(i.e., having a glass of wine at dinner)

hol during the school year?
Answer; Students may be in the pres

because they are under their parent's

ence of others consuming alcohol as long

supervision.

as the others present are not GFU under

This does not mean that a student can

parly with friends in their hometown with
out potential consequences /rem the uni

graduate students as well. As revealed in
the email:

Answer: Yes, as long as students are

In the email mentioned above, Lau

and Pothoff revealed (from page 92 of the
student handbook): Students w,II not be

held accountable for dnnk.ng alcohol
iI5ecern6^ 7,51901

In the past. Student Life has had
access to this information. However, now
this information is confidential. Student
Life does not receive the results of the

assessment unless the student is in danger.
Hopefully, this change will allow students

versity.
This includes if yoti are over 21 and at

a restaurant with'youc-parents.

example, if you are-at a party where stu

dents are drinking alcohol, you will be

scared of getting in more trouble. In the
next step of the process, the student is
asked to choose a mentor from GFU or the

trouble for drinking alcohol when school is

held responsible for violating GFU's poli

not in session?

surrounding community to hold them

cy regarding alcohol whether you have had
anything to drink or not."

accountable. Also, students are asked to

Answer: From Lau and Potoff's
e-mail;

The reason for-this part of the policy is

to receive the help they need without being

give back to the community in doing some
sort of community service.

"Students are expected to.iefrain from

that "we are part of a'community and arc

alcohol when the ,university;is in session

Question //6; Is it assumed that since a

called to hold one another accountable,"

student signed the contract, s/he agrees

said. Potoff. Also, according to Lau, there
Christmas break. Spring break.' etc.) .oiiif - is "merit in dealing with everyone
they are part of a universjty
involved in order to protect it from hap

with the non-alcoho! policy?
Answer: No. Although we do not
all agree with this policy as a whole, in

(this include Thanksgiving break.

Juniors Abroad [or a semester abroa^D W
living in university housing (i.e., summ^

work study). Generally, the,alcohol polic^

coming to George Fox University, we con

pening again."

jQuestion #4: How does Student Life

sent to abide by the university's policies.

Answer: Student Life deals with

Question #7; Did GFU's Board of
Trustees not set the alcohol policy because

deaf with violations of the alcohol policy?

is not enforced over the summer, unless
there is an incident where a slu(tent's use

each' case of violation of the policy indi

of alcohol has resulted in legal or civil*

v i d u a l l y.

implications."
Part of the policy regarding alcohol

honest and jforthright about their conduct,

If

students

are

use over breaks may be somewhat confus
future editions of the student handbook.

* a civil implication would be dis

turbing neighbors who in turn call the university and complain.
Question #3: Are students allowed to
be in the presence of anyone drinking alco

they think that alcohol is wrong in itself?
Answer: No. It was set becau.se

they felt that alcohol would not have a pos

it make£jt^^iei for student life to help itive impact on the university's emphasis

Pojof&^d:
allowed to drink alcohol at home w.th par- ing and will work at better wording f6l^ them,
^ Question #5: &ow does Student Life
ents?

under parents'supervision.

dent at the Health and Counseling Center.

"Students are expected to remove
themselves from the presence of other stu
dents who are drinking alcohol. For

Question, #2:- Will'students get in

deal with a studen^olation of the alcohol
policy?

^ As I understand it, after

on academics and Christian living.

1 hope this information has cleared up
some confusion about GFU's alcohol poli
cy and will encourage healthy di.scu.ssion
about the issue.

of the policy, the present procedure begins

If you have any questions or com
ments, feel free to contact me through fox-

with an individual assessment of the stu-

mail.

a student has been found to be in violation

l

O'Halloran. sophomore and sta

Christmas shopper Cory Dixon,
sophomore, said. "Holiday prop

must still be made.

heart, all outward spiritual activ
ities are meaningless.
We must daily choose to

as explicitly costly as it does at a

Corporate

activities cannot replace the true
vibrant relationship necessary
with the living God. The costs

Although
every day I still need
fi r m

the year.

service activities avail

means to have a

walked by the flagpole would
spit on the praying students and
faculty. Since the community

show it to be the most strc.ssful,
hectic, and nerve-racking time of

light-up elves t
and the shop
to

saturated with Christian activi

delight.

Prayer, most students who

of the plastic

soul (Ps. 19).

consequently, statistics now

fact, there were so many

whelmed

bers of the study.
During the National Day of

When people think of

happened to
thoughts of
spending time
with
families.

depth of what it

ers frequently teased the mem

The holiday season has
become so commercialized that

Guest Writer

made.

choose whether 1 would stand
with the five other Christians at
the front of the school and wor

al matters. In fact, I even
became afraid that I would
forget the true meaning and

. F A R E D PA F. M F R

so subtle. However, the decision

Every morning, 1 had to

constant discussion of spiritu

Images of Xmas

secular school, because they are

Is.sue7 Vol.CXVni;
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The war is close to home for some
D AV I D A

main response was shame and

BROWN

Editor-in-Chief
War rages in Afghanistan.
For most of us, the war is a dis

tant thing, something we read
about in the newspaper and see
on the news. For some members

of our campus, however, the con
flict is a very real thing. These
people have family members and
husbands in the armed forces;
some are themselves enlisted in

the military.

ately. I don't feel like I belong

reelected and stays committed to

here in school, because I know

getting rid of terrorism, I fully

where my life and career are

expect to be involved in conflict

husband is in the Coast Guard

Reserve. He was on active duty
one year ago in New York.
Senior Sarah Nielsen's husband
is in the Naval Reserve. Junior
Jessica Howard's father is a
in

the

'playing student'\ r j

the

gone for training—we didn't
know where he was or anything."
Although Howard's
father already has

When

asked

in the future.

how the events of

September 11 affect
ed her, McGladrey said,
"I was really scared that my hus
band was going to get called. I
was afraid I was going to be a
widow—that's how .scared I
was."

Nielsen added, "(I was] pret

When

Dreak for security purposes. Please take every-

asked

hing you need for the break with you when you

received the call, the
others still meas
their

own

affected.

For

make her feel about the

RESIDENCE HALLS & SUITES
DURING CHRISTMAS BREAK.

war, Nielsen said, "It's difficult.

It's a range of emotions: some
times 1 don't like it because I'm

afraid my husband will get called
up, as if I've already lost him or
something. But then I remember
that I haven't lost anything and,
comparatively, I have no reason
to be upset."
McGladrey added, "I -still
support what they're doing. It's
our freedom."

Nielsen, the chance

Atay said that the possibility

of her husband gett-

of his own involvement does not

ting called up at this
point are pretty slim. However,
if the crisis escalates, he might be
called upon as a mate on a supply

change how he feels about the
war. "War is the ugliest thing on

ship. "So he's not in combat, but
he's a big target," she says.
At this point, the chances for

ty frightened originally. It was
an irrational fear response."

Atay are slim as well. He'll only
be on active duty after he finish

Atay reacted with shock and

es his education, which could

disbelief, as we all did, but his

take up to three more years.

eave. You need to complete the following before
eaving for Christmas break.
YOU WILL NOT BE ABLE TO ENTER

called into action

tangible: her father was
given a call right away and told
that he needed to be ready to
leave at any moment. "He was

ure

wills..."

husband's getting

Howard,

some unknown point chances of being

Corps.

1 p.m. Sunday, Jan. 13th.
The doors wilt be rekeyed and LOCKED during the

God

chances of her

the effects were more

i n v o l v e d i n c o n fl i c t a t

Marine

2 p.m. Saturday, Dec. 15th to

future.

about how the

until June." \ freedom.

ing to be a member / ^ f^'Wy expect to be

the

Whatever

Im Sitting hereh|^gy'j.g Jt's OUr

Corps. Sophomore
Jesse Atay is train- „
of

in

without me while / 1 Still SUppOrt what

Marine

Residence halls will be closed from

at some unknown point

going, yet I have to
watch my friends go
down the path

For

Senior Kami McGladrey's

Colonel

inability to be involved immedi

Once he's on active duty, he can
be deployed anywhere at any
time. "If the president gets

isolation. "I was ashamed of my

Residence Halls and
suites Closed for
Christmas Break

the face of the earth, but I

absolutely believe there are times
when it is necessary. Of course, if
I was faced with combat at this

moment, I would be a great deal
more petrified about it than I am
now, but I would still support our
government's decision—this is a
war we should fight."

I
I

Checklist
Close curtains

.Empty trash
Lock room doors

Unptug everything
(Except refrigerators)
Lock windows

Sign the green tag
on your door*

It is not the intention for Residence Life to assign

fines, but if residents do not vacate the halls &
suites (this includes lobbies) by 2:00 p.m. on
Saturday a fine will be applied.

Merry Christmas! From the
Student Life Staff!

CHE^ERS

I
I
I
I

Buy any Sandwich
Get FREE chips and Medium Drink

I
good until Apr. 31st, 2001

M

Fine Coffee &. E^resso
Hard Scoop Ice Cream

Soups & Salads
Sandwiches & Sweets!

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I ioill'S
l\l-l H \M-730PM.

S.M 10\M -AVM ii. Sim 11-3
Phone: 503-554-8636

ERS

I

$1.00 off soup in a
Bread Bowl
good until Apr. 31st, 2001

k
r

I
I

Breakfast Sandwiches >

I

^ served until 10:30 M-F >

I
I

*>01 B Brillscliei" St. Neubery

I

till ibi' ( ofumbiii Ri\cr B.uik Buiidinii

I

Buy any Sandwich
Get a 4" Sandwich for $1.00
good until Apr. 31st, 2001
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S AT&T Wireless

Visit AT&T Wire

for up to

ess today

in savings
Visit AT&T Wireless today and buy a Nokia 3360
or 8260 phone and activate AT&T Wireless service.

Get up to *165 in savings, including a *50 gift card
from one of many merchants. Now you can stay In
touch with the ones you love and still have a little
something left over.

Add the perfect finishing touch
with Nokia Original Accessories!
ATM Wireless Mail-In Service Rebate.

«80oo

Two-year agreement required.

'5000

(Actual Size)

M a i l - I n N o k i a G i f t C a r d O ff e r
Waived Activation Fee.

»35oo

Two-year agreement required.

$16500

TO TA L S AV I N G S

Return your Nokia mail-in coupon and get a gift card for use at one of these and other fine merchants. Purchase of a
Nokia 3360 or 8260 phone is required. See in-store information or visit www.nakiapromos.com for a complete list.

BORDERS*

Foot Locker

macys

For details, visit your local AT&T Wireless Store, authorized dealer,
www.attwlreless.com or call l-800-IMAGINE.

I M O K I A

N O K I A

Connecting People
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Inexpensive, meaningful gift ideas for tight budgets
ADRIENNE

DORSEY

Copy Editor
Buying Christmas gifts can
do some major damage to the
limited budgets of most college
students, but with a little extra

may be hard to put price limits on

gifts for your 1^
inexpensive gi
meaningful and
The key to
sive gifts is pa
sales and speci
local newspape

effort and diligence it is possible
to buy nice gifts at cheap prices.
The first step is to create a

found in the ML

shopping list that covers family,

you to special sa

friends, coworkers, and other

For a friend or

people you need to buy gifts for.
To stay in your budget, decide on
the maximum price you can
afford for each person's gift. It

can take a favori

priced frames that range
Hassi^o^RTmsicar

from

For a more spiritual gift,

■fligher GrplMid stocks a wide

be redeemed whenever the recip
ient desires.

virety offBiles and devotionals

Buying gifts online is anoth
er option, and many sites are
offering free shipping, such as

ich has flyers posted on the

10 to 24 Higl 3r Ground will take

Barnes & Noble, www.bn.com,

lletin board next to the SUB

20 percent of

]any one item (even

ost Office as well as a Web site,

items on Sak

I with a coupon that

Magazine subscriptions are

relatively cheap if you buy from
diversity Subscription Service,

w w w. u s s m a g . c o m .

tailored for eleryone from moth
ers to new blievers. From Dec.

can be foiindj

with the purchase of two or more
items on the site. Everything

m the back of their

from books to DVDs can be

[talog filled with

found at reduced prices and you

tisement inserts

For your favorite kid sister,

contain valuable

potential Stoc ring stuifers.
I n s t e a d )f a material gift,

have the option of sending the
gifts directly to the recipient with

consider donl ting your time and

a note for free.

two of you toge

you can buy a year's subscription
(12 issues) to Seventeen for only
$9.98. There are magazines
available for nearly all inter
ests—from sports to gourmet

service to| s osolieone
l
on your list.
You can easiffi create coupons for

Many stores are giving good
sales during the holiday season to

in a pretty frame.'

cooking—and it will be a gift that

babysittinjg^yardwork, house-

encourage people to shop—take
advantage of it while it lasts!

w m m f

a nice selection

Christmas

cooking services to

labTS iiiiuuguuui iiic wiruicjccu

Christmas Jokes for

Holiday Cheer
Knock Knock
Who's there?
Oakham
Oakham who?

Holly
Holly who?
Holly-days are
here again!

What do you give
a train driver for

porter's favorite

Christmas?

Christmas song?

Platform shoes!

'Yule never walk

Oakham all ye
faithfull!
Knock Knock
Who's there?

Avery

Avery who?

alone'
Knock Knock

What did the bald

Who's there?

man say when he

A rabbit's favorite

Rudolph
Rudolph who?
Money is the
Rudolph all evil!

got a comb for

Christmas song?

Christmas?

'Lettuce with a
gladsome mind'

Thanks, I'll never
part with it!
What did Adam

Avery merry
W h a t ' s Ta r z Q n * s

say on the day

favorite Christmas

before Christmas?

song?

It's Christmas,

Knock

Jungle bells.

Eve!

Who's

But what about his

Christmas!
Knock

there?

A football sup

chimp?
King Kong merrily
on high, of
course!

What's a hair

dresser's favorite

Christmas song?

'Oh comb all ye
faithful'

How about a talk
ative princess in a

What bird gasps
and pants at the
North Pole?

A puffin.

What do you get
if cross a snowman
and a shark?
Frost bite!

tower?

'Silent knight!'
I II bet you can't
'I'sll me where

http: //www. Christ
mas jokes . CO. uk/jok
e s

mother

comes from!
Alaska!

That's cheating!

December 7,2001
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Handmade gifts add personal touch
I=iEANNE MFnoRp
Contributing Writer

Potpourri Jelly Candles
Needed:
Jars with lids

2 cups distilled water
4 packages of plain Gelatin
^50 drops essential oil (any scent)

bouble Fudge Brownies
great

for

^

delicious

way

to

make

^ Food Coloring

a

'with the ^e;rr diets' ^ «""

Instructions:

1. Heat one cup of the distilled water in a saucepan. Add desired coloring.

cover the lid with ^0™ Lo^at":^

I^Remove from the heat; add remaining 1 cup of water and the gelatin, stirstring to dissolve.

2. Divide the drops of essential oil (or potpourri oil) into the jars (wide

Brownie Mix

mouth jelly jars or canning jars work well). Add the gelatin mixture to

2 cups sugar

I cup cocoa (not Dutch process)

the jars. Place them in the refrigerator for about two hours.

^ 3. Remove jars from the refrigerator and coVer with plastic wrap or the

1 cup all-purpose flour

1 cup chocolate chips

jar's lid. Store at room temperature. To release the scent, remove the lid
or plastic wrap. For a more festive touch, decorate the jar by placing fabric over the lid

I^**'cctions (to be written onto a gift tag and placed on jar for receiver)

or plastic wrap and tie with colored ribbon or lace.

1 cup butter or margarine, softened
4 eggs

Homemade Facial Masks

the brownie Jar contents

These recipes are ideal for friends! They're quick and easy, yet wonderfully useful for
refreshing skin care. Just mix ingredients together in a blender and then pour into a

Preheat oven to 325 degrees. Grease a 12 x 9 inch pan. Beat the butter until flufy, add
eggs. Add the Brownie Mix & beat until smooth. Pour into pan and bake 40-50 min

small container with lid.

utes.

Exfoliating Mask
I: I mixture of dried oatmeal and dried commeal

Drawer Scents

Put commeal and oatmeal in a blender and pulverize. Add enough warm water to
make a paste. Pour into container.

(scented sachet—makes 4)

-8 cups mixed spices/dried leaves & herbs such as lavender, mint, or rosemary

Mud Mask

-1 tbsp. whole cloves

-4 tbsp. Clay
-2 tsp. Lemon pulp
-2 tsp. Honey
-2 tsp. Water

-1 cinnamon stick, broken into 2-inch pieces
-Decorative fabric made into four 8 inch x 4 inch sacks
-Ribbon

1. Mix herbs and spices in glass bowl
2. Cover the bow] and store in a cool, dark place for about 2 weeks to allow mixture to

-2 drops eucalyptus oil/jojoba oil (opt.)
Mix ingredients thoroughly and pour into container.

mature.

3. Divide the herb-spice mixture among the 4 sacks

Dressed-up Ornaments

Do-It-Yoursclf Soap

▶Needed:

▶ Supplies:
i-l bar (or more) Ivory soap

^

(or

other

water-soluble

glue)

Glitter

l-grating utensil or knife

Cheap holiday ornaments

^^Instructions:

1-1/4 c. warm water

-2 drops food coloring

In a small bowl, pour some water-soluble glue. If you like, dilute the glue with water
until it has a thin, runny consistency. (This will lessen the amount of glitter that will
stick, allowing the color of the ornaments to shine through.) Brush each ornament
with the glue mixture, and spoon the glitter over it. Hang the ornament while it dries,
to prevent the glitter from falling off.

'^various cookie-cutters or molds

-packaging material (saran wrap...or even cloth tied with a ribbon)
Instructions:

1. Grate the Ivory soap into a bowl.

2. Add water and food coloring, mix well.

3. Spoon mixture into cookie-cutters, pack f.rmly/roll into balls.

Have fun and enjoy!

4. Let dry at least 24 hours.
5. Push soap out of cookie-cutters.
Package and enjoy!

How we came to celebrate Christmas as a national holiday
people would strip the needles
and wrap the branches in cotton

Christmas and the baking of A Jersey, in 1776.

WeAme
ca
irnsatkeour
holidays for granted.

We celebrate

President's Day, Independence

Day and a handful of other days

each year, but we give little
thought to the origin and history
of these celebrations. Of special
importance is our celebration o

Christmas - a day that ns

become preeminent on our year y

mincemeat pies! A few of the We do know that by the
earliest settlers did celebrate
Christmas, but it was far from a

common holiday in the colo
nial era.

It is hard to pinpoint the

fi r s t d e c o r a t e d
Christmas trees in

America. Some say the
tradition began with
the Moravians of
I.

calendars.

How did our celebration
come about? T'he

way

it

early
8 0 0 s.
Others say

.

fact. the Puritans oi
Massachusetts banned any o •
Va n c e

of

Christmas,

caught observing the ho i ay
to

pay

a

fi n e .

^

Connecticut had a law for

bidding the celebration

in the

very

Christmas wasn't always eel

t h e fi r s t
American

m

to extend the tree's life for sever
al Christmases to come.

throughout our country, but the

B e f o r e t h e C i v i l Wa r, t h e

term "Christmas tree" was

North and South were divided on

not in common use until

the issue of Christmas. Many
Northerners saw sin in the cele
bration of Christmas; to these

1830.
The Christmas

tree tradition was spread
across America by
German immigrants

people the celebration of

beginning in the
early 1800s.

But in the South, Christmas

Thanksgiving was more appro
priate.

these decorations.

By the last quarter of the
nineteenth century, America

eagerly decorated trees, caroled,
baked, and shopped for the
Christmas season. Since that

time, materialism, media, adver

The Germans

^baked fancy

the first three states to make

made Christmas what it is today.
The traditions that we enjoy
at Christmas today were invented

ornaments for

Christmas a legal holiday were in

then ate

the South; Alabama in 1836,
Louisiana and Arkansas in 1838.

o r n a -

In the years after the Civil

r

trees

Iments when
trees

War, Christmas traditions spread
across the country. Children's

htt:llho()ver.nara.govlgaUerylAm
Christmas/Am-x-mas-intro.htm

A f t e r

Hessian

Christmas, these frugal

tradition of trimmed trees and

c

a

m

e

.down.

tising, and mass marketing has

by blending together customs
from many different countries
into what is considered by many
to be our national holiday.

set up by

tree was

gesting ways to decorate for the
holidays, as well as how to make

was an important part of the
social season. Not surprisingly,

books played an important role in
spreading the customs of cele
brating Christmas, especially the

Christmas
.

U

Pennsylvania who
trees

tells the story in its online ex i
the

...

decorated

Presidential Library

ebratcd

I

early 1800s there were

numerous decorated trees

gifts delivered by Santa Claus.
Sunday school classes
encouraged the celebration of
Christmas. Women's magazines
were also very important in sug

l s s u e 7 . Vo l . C X V U l
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"What's the greatest Christmas movie-rdofsayalit'sl tidefinitely
me.
~

.

if'c

H f t fi n i t e i y

White Christmas;^
"Wonderful 1-tfe^

It's a Wonderfu! Life." No

question about it. The orig

comes close, but can t

inal version of course, not

match the music, the

the Crayola colorized edi

romance, the dance, the

tion. - Parker Owens

comedy. Bing Crosby,

^ Danny Kaye, and VeraEllen are amazing. It's definitely
'The

two

one to be watched all season long.

best

- Andrea Corzatt

Christmas movies
EVER

are

' N a t i o n a l

" Yo u m u s t b e

L a m p o o n ' s

'A Christmas

C h r i s t m a s

Story'! It's

Va c a t i o n , ' a n d ' A

so funny and

C h r i s t m a s

C h r i s t m a s S t o r y. '

random and

Story' is by

classic."

far the best

Christmastime is not complete without
either of those! Tradition in my family is

Liz

watching both of those the day after
Thanksgiving and getting this holiday

Hughes

joking. "A

holiday flick
ever.

The

movie has some

of the best insight on how to deal
with a bully, where to shop for

started! - Catherine Hinchcliff

lamps, how to change a tire, and,

most importantly, reminds us that if
you get a Red Rider bb gun with a

"My favorite Christmas movie of all time
is the hilarious "A Christmas Story"

about Ralphie and his wish of a gen

compass in the stock, you will shoo

uine Red Rider 200-shot Cargine
Action Air Rifle. ^You'll shoot your

your eye out,"
- Aaron Schmautz

eye out! " - Megan Hinkle

Not just for kids: "Harry Potter" casts its spell over critic
KENNETH

D AV I S

Staff Writer

John

Williams

score, as well as the

that is important in
itself, but why do

ing that the technical aspects are

we

without merit. Films cannot con

1 saw "Harry Poller and ihc
Sorcerer's Stone" in a packed

Alan Rickman as

t o t h o s e fi l m s w e

Severus Snape. I

held so dear during

vey the feelings they attempt to
engender without a mastery of
the skills involved in making a
movie. These are the aspects we

theater November 5. As I waited

thought the rest of
the cast was good
as well, although I

our childhood? I

discuss after the show, or which

believe they fulfill

we use to describe the film to oth

some

films we truly love

ers, but they are secondary to that
which is important in the film:

are

the joy and wonder of the experi

performance of

had

some

to

return, especially

long-time favorite

in line with a friend to get into the
4:20 p.m. showing, I listened to
his remarks of incredulity and

continue

com

need.

those

The

with

shame as he witnessed children,

plaints with a few

and even some adults, walking
around wearing robes and carry

of the child actors

which we identify.

playing minor

Not with situations

ing brooms and wands.!, howev

roles.

and scenarios, but

er, felt above such shames. 1 was

with

an adult who was here to see a

H a l f w a y
through the film,

children's film, and I was proud

however,

a

tance is not in

of it.

scene so enthralling
and so affecting

knowing this, but

the film is classified as a "kids'
movie" or a more "adult" film?

coming my prejudice toward
what I had originally termed

that even I, with all

The rest of the film

When the true value is found to
be the emotional response (which

"kid's books," and was proud of

sis, could

that as well. After all. I was the

escape the power of ijgggj fij-gt bOOk of the series,

time with my fam

one who had never stopped

it. As Harry walks
in a snow-filled courtyard, he

ily

I had read the books, over

enjoying "The Wizard of Oz" or
"E.T." 1 patted myself on the
back for retaining the ability to
enjoy such things, and went in to
enjoy the "kid's movie."

was

my technical analy

in feeling it.

www.ii.saioday.CDni/lifc/gallery/200l-fall-nicks/hany-poucr.jpg a joy for me. I
Daniel Radcliffe plays Harry Potter in the movie ^ second

holds his owl, Hedwig, up on his
arm. The camera follows Hedwig
into the clouds and the film tran

It took over an hour for the

sitions into spring, the snow
gone. The image of Harry walk
ing in the courtyard, his black

movie to drive that home to me. I

cloak and hair in stark contrast

spent the first hour doing what I
usually do during such movies,
analyzing the technical aspects of

with the snow, and Hedwig flying
into the clouded sky struck me

the film. Chris Columbus' direc

image, and accompanied by

tion was decent but showed some

Williams' incomparable .score,

signs of an amateur, I thought.

the scene struck an emotional

However I was impressed with

chord.

Somehow I had missed the point.

IDcceinber 7,

emotions.

And the impor

somehow. It was a beautiful

I realized something that I
had always claimed to know, and
indeed did know, but had some
how lost. That is when all is said

and done, the importance and

impact of films such
as "The Wizard of

Oz" and "Harry
Potter" is the emo

tional chord they
strike in each of us.

Why is it that we
retreat to the dark
ened rooms of the

cinema? Yes, it is a

form of escape, and

over

Thanksgiving break, and this
time I spent the entire film in a
child-like state of awe and won
der - the perfect reaction.

Of course, I am not suggest-

ence. It is interesting to note that
on my second viewing I found
my original complaints of the
film to be completely unfounded,
especially toward the direction.

Does it really matter, even, if

still has the potential to inspire
thought), it is the experience that

really matters. Suffice it to say

that "Harry Potter and the

Sorcerer's Stone" must be a pow

erful experience indeed if it was
able to turn this Grinch into a true
fan.

Fraternities • Sororities

Clubs • Student Groups
EarnM,000-$2,il00
M,1^000 tlus wifti the
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The Bruin Break Room
Home of quick and easy recipes for the
busy college student

Make your mouth jolly
with easy holiday treats
VA L E R I E D O R S F. V

Staff Writer

Chocolate Mosaic Candy

Not only are these candies fun and easy to make, but
they make for a cool presentation too—with all of the
different marshmallow colors!

Creativity

Easy Peanut Brittle
/ really like this recipe because it's one of few avaiF
able for making peanut brittle both in the microwave
and without a candy thermometer!

drop unsuspected to the ground
Becoming ground cover and
multi-colored carpet for tlie
feet of their admirers,
Time Passes.
Mix sugar, water, and com

chips (or 1 8-oz box semi-sweet

syrup in a large micro-safe

baking chocolate, broken into
small pieces)
1 cup peanut butter

bowl and cook on HIGH

4 cups fruit-flavored, colored

peanuts. Cook 3 to 5 min
utes more on HIGH, until

for 5 minutes. Then stir in

miniature marshmallows

light brown. Stir in butter,
vanilla, and baking soda.

(1/2 cup raisins, optional)

Pour

Microwave chocolate and peanut
butter in 2-qt. microwave-safe bowl

Makes about 3 dozen candies.

WELL

o f G P U fi n a l e x a m s i n

your head, pound cookie

melted. Remove from microwave

baking pan. Refrigerate until firm; cut into squares.

a

sheet. Cool. With visions

ALMOST—but not completely—

(For a conventional oven follow the
same instructions, but melt chocolate
and peanut butter in a heavy saucepan
over LOW heat instead.) Carefully fold in marshmal
lows and raisins. Spread in GREASED 8 or 9-\n. square

onto

GREASED metal cookie

on HIGH 2 to 3 minutes or until

Fall Musing
As the color-changing leaves

1 cup sugar
1/2 cup water
1/2 cup corn syrup
1 cup peanuts
1 tablespoon butter
1 teaspoon vanilla
1 teaspoon baking soda

1 1/3 cups semi-sweet chocolate

oven; stir until completely melted.

Corner on

sheet on a table to break

candy into pieces!
(Seriously, though, you do
pound the cookie sheet on
a table to break—^you just
have to be careful to not send the pieces of candy flying
through the air!)
Recipe copyright I98S by Dayton Grade School (a
collection of recipes from students' parents)

Recipe copyright 1990 by Kraft Foods

As the clock tower chimes

its Ding-Dongs and Dong-Dings,
Singing its tunes on the
winds of the air to the

cars of its admirers.
Time Passes.

As the yellow sun and white moon

play tag through the sky.
Eluding each other as always,
lighting the
paths of their admirers.
Time Passes.

As the student, friend, daughter
walks through life.
Going from class to class
in the brisk morning fog,
unaware of potential admirers,
Ti m e P a s s e s .

Theatre, music events bring Christmas
cheer to Portland area community
If you are looking to catch some of that elusive
Christmas cheer, there are plenty of events going on in
the Portland area that will help you on your way.
Music

Events

Sing-Along Messiah: Sing the great choruses of
Handel's Messiah at this free event conducted by

Richard Wrye. Friday, Dec. 14,8 p.m., Central Lutheran
Church. 1820 N.E. 2P^ Portland.
Portland Baroque Orchestra, Messiah: Handel's

powerful Messiah is heard as it was originally intended:
played on authentic, period instruments created in

Handel's time. Fri- Sat, Dec. 14-15 at 8 p.m. at First

Baptist Church in downtown Portland, and Sunday after

like. Bring your cheer, cynicism, depression, angst and
consumerism for a fully improvised holiday show based

on audience suggestions. Fri-Sat through Dec. 15, 8

p.m., Brody Theater, 1904 N.W. 27^'^ Ave., Portland, 224
0688;$10.
"The Nutcracker": Oregon Ballet Theatre again

presents the narrative of a young girl and her nutcrack
er prince in a glorious fantasy kingdom of sweets. 7:30
p.m., Wednesdays-Sundays, through Dec. 22 and at 2.
p.m. Dec. 8, 15 and 21, 1 p.m. Dec. 9,16 and 23,5 p.m.
Dec. 16 and 23; $5.50-$87, Keller Auditorium, 222 S.W.
Clay St.. 503-227-0977.
"A Christmas Story": Dad wins a hideous lamp

noon at 3 p.m., Dec. 16 at Agnes Flanagan Chapel on the

(and loves it!), wet tongue vs. cold flag pole, and a boy

Lewis & Clark College campus. $15-$39; tickets avail

yearns for the gift of a Red Ryder Air Rifle. Christmas

able by calling 503-222-6000, or by visiting
www.pbo.org.

Magical Strings: The popular Northwest group
presents Celtic music, dancing, juggling and storytelling

isn't the same without it. Stage performances at

Northwest Childrens Theater open 7 p.m., Dec. 7 and

As Old Grandfather Time

waves on the generations.
Graying, but immortal,
beckoning
his admirers and foes,
Time Passes

1 feel lost in time passing
Past, Present, Future blend to one

Imagination, the transgressor of all,
Transcends time and space
1 see behind. I look beyond,
1 live betwixt.

I meet people in passing
We move apart as time passes
Or pass by each other after first meeting
Or meet as soul mates time and time again

continue various times through Dec. 30, I8I9 N.W.
Everett St.;$!0-$15,503-222-4480.

Dreams change

with the Raney Irish Dancers and guests. Sat. Dec. 8,

Other Events

Come and go

7:30 p.m., First Congregational Church, 1126 S.W. Park

Zoolights: Winter at the Oregon Zoo is an electric
treat: Lighted displays featuring swinging monkeys,
jumping frogs and diving penguins. More than 100
musical groups perform throughout the event. Costumed
characters roam the ground for hugs and pictures. 5:308 p.m. evenings, 5:30-8:30 p.m. Fri-Sat through Dec. 30,
4001 S.W. Canyon Road; $4-$6.50; 503-226-1561

People change
Come and go
The past is gone
The present comes and goes

Ave., Portland; $8-$14 advance through Fastixx, $10$16 at the door.
Theatre

"A Christmas Carol": Charles Dickens' classic

story as adapted by David McCann is performed by
Portland Center Stage. With only some dry ice and
sound effects, the language of the original story comes to
the events and engage the audience directly. 7 p.fn.

Wenzel Farm Fantasy Trail: Walk the lighted,
wooded trail decorated with holiday cheer, including a
maze and lighted castle. Refreshments available. 6-9

Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Sundays, 8 p.m. ThursdaysSaturdays, 2 p.m. Sundays; performances through Dec.

p.m. Mon-Sat, through Dec. 29. Closed Dec. 24-25. $3$3.50; 19754 S. Ridge Road, Oregon City, 503-631-

23. Special performances 2 p.m. Dec. 8, 22 and 24 and

2047.

life as 11 actors playing approximately 50 roles, "tell"

noon Dec. 13; $16-$44,503-274-6588.

"Holiday Story": Brody Theater offers an altemative to nutcrackers, singing trees, grumpy misers and the

Information taken from The Oregonian A& E
section, Friday, November 30.

with the past

The future never comes, but goes out
with the present
Where docs it all go? I wonder, as
Time Passes.

- Ruth Stuebe
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Say "Bah humbug" to the same old holiday movies:

Professors share two flicks guaranteed to make even the Grinch grin
<iilf

A

#

A

\1^

A glowing leg lamp, bullies,
Crosby, Astaire 'make the
BB guns bring holiday hilarity world happy with their feet'
to "A Christmas Story"
in timeless "Holiday Inn"
MELANIR

wish. When he is rejected by his mother

MOrK

and his teacher, who warn him of the BB

Guest Writer

gun's dangers, he turns to the only person

Few holiday movies can bear the test

of multiple viewings: their predictable
plots become annoyingly dull, as
do their cloyingly happy endings.
Of cour.sc Rudolph will guide
Santa's sleigh; of course Frosty
will be reborn from a puddle of

scary, impatient Santa. Ralphie's journey
fraught with danger:

and white classic, "Holiday Inn," came to

Year after year, television
networks replay these supposed

an unfortunate road

C h r i s t m a s , " " I n Yo u r E a s t e r

be viewed as

side incident with

Bonnet." "Happy Holidays," and

n e g a t i v e
stereotypical
portrayals of
black people

who no doubt fall asleep (as I do)

Astaire, Marjorie Reynolds and

Buoy soap punish

Virginia Dale. "Holiday Inn"
inspired the perhaps better-known

as well.

Christmas

can

great

ways, Ralphie's

w\vw.aiiiooiinciwork.coin/quest is as

spticegho.st/i-ev'jcws Everyman's. Ralphie

wants something he knows will provide

fulfillment, and devises ways to attain it.
He must undergo several tests to prove his
worthiness: Will he get past the bully?
Will his mother give in? Will he reach
Santa in time? Will Santa grant him his

Christmas satisfaction: it is about

familial relationships, bullies,
despair, disillusionment, hope and

ning "major award"—a lamp shaped
like a woman's leg—causes turmoil ^^'^'^'•'•'■■^''"•"j'^pi'bii.^iing.com/AChrisitna.sStory.html

in the family and electric excitement Billingsley plays Ralphie, terriin the neighborhood (not to fear; the fied of kid-hating Santa, Jeff Gillen.

mother, played by Mclinda Dillon, holds

the family together, typifying the perfect
housewife who yet proves a foil for
Ralphie; knowing too well the dangers of
this unforgiving universe, where even ici

cles have been known to kill people, she
refuses to buy her son a BB gun.
Ralphie's younger brother. Randy, also
acts as a roadblock between Ralphie and

his goal, dragging his heels when Ralphie
insists on seeing the most scary, kid-hat
ing, impatient Santa ever seen on screen.

The real star of The Chrislmas Stoiy

is of course Ralphie, played by a wonder

fully round-checked Peter Billingsly. In

the opening credits Ralphie first spies the
genuine Red Ryder 200 shot combine

action air rifle with a compas's in the stock
and a thing which tells time. Ralphie's
desire for the BB gun becomes all-con

suming, as he attempts to convince those
around him to grant him this Christmas
December 7,2001

"Holiday Inn" starts out with
Crosby feeling overworked and
lacking home and family. He is
engaged to be married to Dale but

movie?

wish? In his single-mindedness, Ralphie
fails to consider the needs of his friends

and his family, even though his friends and
family (especially his family) save him in
the end. Whether Ralphie receives his
own major award, the Red Ryder BB gun.
matters little; the journey itself is signifi
cant, rather than the destination.

Perhaps this Everyman quality is

what makes Ralphie and "A Christmas

Story" so much more appealing than
Rudolph, Frosty, or George Bailey's won
derful life. Of course, the fantastic yet

this
Well,

for one thing
Crosby and
Astaire

as it turns out. Astaire also is in
love with her. Astaire and Dale

arc

portrayed in
n e g a t i v e
stereotypical
ways them-

conspire to run off together, hop
ing "to make the world happy with
their feet," (yes, they are dancers).

s

Crosby decides to leave the

e

l

v

e

s

everyone in

ting literally .sick of farm life,
comes up with a plan

www.jackpothollywcxxJ.com

to work only on holidays. He purchases a

it should be viewed in the context of its

great rambling home in Connecticut and

creation. In addition there is no profanity,

this movie is a
caricature and

no sexual immorality, and no endorsement

of sinful lifestyles disguised as tolerance

and diversity celebration. There is no put
down of Christian values and there is a

and white cinematography. Crosby sings.
Astaire dances and Erving Berlin supplies
wonderful old tunes. The perfect holiday

strong patriotic element much like we

movie, right?

We pick our movies and have to over
look much in today's shows so I don't

Well, the first few times J saw this

movie there always seemed to be a slight
hole in the plot. Later. I found out the ver
sions I had seen were edited and an inter
esting and controversial plot element had
been left out. That element involved a

might see today in our time of war. It is
about laughing at humanity with its faults

and finding love, friendship and purpose.

have any problem recommending a great
old movie with a few flaws. Judge for
yourselves and have a great Christmas cel
ebration.

blackface routine.

Blackface was an old vaudeville
device where white people would don
black make-up and mimic black charac
ters. AI Jolsen made a career out of this in

the early 20th century. Blackface is at least
racially insensitive and some recently
have called it "racial terrorism." In the

subtle humor and the memo
rable lines alone enhance the

movie's quality. At any rate,
we all can relate to Ralphie,
to his desire and his despair.
We learn through Ralphie and
his family that joy runs fast
on the heels of disappoint
ment, and that a ruined

Christmas can give way to
delight.

.

B a s i c a l l y,

hectic show biz life and after get

beautiful period costumes, and fine black

and crosswords. His contest-win

recom

mend

angles, great old cars, beautiful girls in

irritable father who loves swearing

I

Christmas," made 12 yeais later.

The movie inludes multiple love tri

Story" stars Darren McGavin as an

How then

"White

for the holidays.

Set in the 1940s. "A Christmas

are rarely if ever understood). Ralphie's

classic

makes it a "Holiday Inn" where people go

faith.

amp and the father's swearing are rated
PG at best, especially as the obscenities

many more. Starring are Bing

receives the Life

genius of the movie
is that in many

Christmas season, after all—and

tme what could

Crosby, Fred

The

obliged to watch —it is the

this offensive element. In addition, there

Ralphie's father, for
which Ralphie

m e n t .

classics for the masses, who feci

sought.
Now back to "Holiday Inn." If you
view the unedited version be prepared for

Annie rip-offs, and

teeth, ice cold flag
poles. Orphan

friends.

Southern university fraternity parties.
There was an outrage and fraternities were
kicked out and suspensions are being

mind. It is a charming piece created in
1942 during the height of World War U
and is full of great holiday songs written
by Erving Berlin including "White

bullies with yellow

and that no man is poor if he has

have watched "A Christmas Story" at least
30 limes (I stopped counting a few years
ago). The complex narrative of a boy's
quest for a Red Ryder BB gun never
bores me because, really, the story is
about more than Ralphie's journey to

1 was asked to review my favorite

Christmas movie and instantly the black

cover that all's a wonderful life,

Story." which debuted in 1983. To date, 1

describes incidents with blackface at

towards Christmas consummation is yet

of course George Bailey will dis

keeps me awake year after year,
viewing after viewing: "A Christmas

Education, there is an article which

Guest Writer

left to save his dream: the aforementioned

water to save mankind from evil;

during the first commercial break.
Only one Christmas movie

current issue of The Chronicle of Higher
GARY BIJHLER
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hair designs
538-7452

Haircuts $15.00

Highlights $40.00
Ask for Megan
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y t>ruins bring uncanny chemistry to court

^£^I3LBlJfiKHART

possibly get any better? Well, hold onto

Staff Writer

result of their excellent play, Bmin players

hoops history with some amazing fresh

of leftovers from the holiday. In the tour
nament, the Bruins played Western Baptist
on the 23rd and with a 62-58 win, brought
the season record to 2-0. The game against
Western Baptist featured a 25-8 run by the

m a n .

Bmins in the second half to recover from a

Concordia, Rueck said, "I am extremely

your, eggnog, because it does. Coach

Rueck has put together quite possibly the

pa
e, me GFU women''s""'
basket
ballram
team
paee^heGFU
'"'sht

I S

eeovfethryete"saem
asto
L»e
1^.ntegratylhebythe
gm
vi n
ig
hn
eyohfa!lvC

pa
l yed thus far a nci e gfit-wrapped Jo"

Scott
r^kTreTemst'h'
inntH presents as he received his
100th career win at the start r»f tu

V like th
^e Chrisstm
e aas
s ospi
nrit.
Yes. It seems
v^e.

.s ahve atnong the Lady Brun
i s and La

result of their gracious giving, the Bruins

m
a number
in
thereceived
D3hoops.com
national10
polranking
l and a 5-0

record to start the season. Even better yet
the Bruins have a squad this year with
enough stars to light Santa's path as well
as talent to spare. Well, enough of the
Christmas metaphors, but in all serious

best recruiting class in GFU women's
From the Tri-City area in Washington,
Mandy Dunham is full of talent and look

ing to make an impact for the Bruins. Liz
Clark, from Elbe, Wash., is already leading

encouraged by the heart and effort I saw at

the tournament. We have a long way to go,

the tournament.

but with efforts like this, I believe we can

The next night the Bruins met the host

adding to this stellar freshman list

the Bruins walking away with a 63-61 win

Melissa Alexander and

Sarah Myhre.
two

throughout the duration of the tournament.
Regarding the tournament at

right to play in the championship game of

Concordia in a close match that ended in

These

Toumament Team for their superior play

ten-point deficit. This allowed GFU the

the conference in assists with 14. Also
i s

Prazeau and Doud were named to the All-

get there."
The next place for the Bruins to visit
and spread their Christmas cheer was the
PLU classic in Tacoma, Wash., where the

Bruins realized Western Baptist was a lit
tle greedy and perhaps a little upset about

are

expected to be incredible

their first meeting this year when the
Bruins gave them their first loss of the sea
son. The evening didn't play out quite the

players for GFU in the
future. Kellie Thomas and

«

Pepperdine University

way Western Baptist wanted it to as the

sophomore transfer

Bruins handed out an 84-69 dominating
loss. Prazeau sparked a second half run by

2

Jessica Baynes are also

ness. the Bruins are once again establish
ing that when it comes to women's basket

expected to play a role on
this year's team.

powerhouse.

their season Nov. 17 when

The Bruins then faced Northwest, and

The Bruins are without star Katie

they went down to play

to put it lightly, nailed them to the floor as

Lacey who was an Ail-American player

W a r n e r P a c i fi c f o r t h e

they shellacked them 78-68 to complete a
sweep of the PLU Classic Tournament.
The Bruins jumped ahead in the game with
a second half run in which Ruggles, Clark,
and Fitch all had three pointers as well as
a lay-up by Clark to secure the win.

ball in the Northwest, GFU is a perennial

and stand-out post for George Fox last
year. They are proving that this year's

team is well supplied with talent and the
Bruins are leaving their adversaries with
nothing but coal and sticks in their

i

scoring all of her 16 points in the second

'

half as the bruins easily rolled past

The Bruins opened

Western Baptist.

Knights homecoming
game. With it being
Christmas, the Bruins

couldn't let the Knights
leave emptyhanded, so

Christmas stockings. Although many will

they ended up giving

So with a record of 5-0, the Bruins are

miss Lacey. we have the next best thing in

them another loss to add

seated atop the NWC standings as well as

sophomore post Darby Cave who returns
as a great player down low for the Bruins.
She is also accompanied by Heather
Doud who returns for her senior year.
Also, two amazing wings for the Bruins,
senior Nicole Prazeau and sophomore

Amy Fitch are back and ready to once
again make a tear through the Northwest

to their overall record.

a l l t h e e ff o r t a n d h a r d w o r k c o n t i n u e s f o r

Knights 73-55 in a game

the Bruins, you can guarantee that the wins

where

w i l l f o l l o w.

Doud

came

through with 25 points
and Cave put up 20

Additionally, George Fox women's
basketball will continue to remain in the

points, both which helped
t h e B r u i n s t o b e a t Wa r n e r
P a c i fi c .

Conference. The Bruins also return* two

superior guards, Jill Barram and Becky
Thompson, who will make an immediate
impact in running this amazing offense.

being the number 10 team in the nation. If

The Bruins trampled the

JKN.NIFER HEPNER

Next, the Lady Heather Doud slams one at the Midnight

Wednesday, and Friday this week. After

Brums took their sleigh jyiadness dunk competition,

all, since it is Christmas, let us take the

full of goodies to the

time to learn the lesson that our women's

Concordia-Portland basketball tournament

in the Cavalier Dome. The Bruins were led

The Bruins also have a deep bench.

on November 23 & 24. As Thanksgiving

Emily Ruggles, Shai Workman, and

neared, the Bruins were once again thank
ful that they cleaned house and brought
home two wins for themselves to satisfy
their hunger for a while in case the ran out

in the championship game by Doud who
led all scoring with 21 points, while accu

Christine McCandless are always ready to

provide relief in games down the stretch
for coach Rueck. You think, can this team

Christmas spirit of giving away losses like
Santa Claus gives away candy canes this
week as the Bruins played Monday,

basketball team has already learned ... it is
better to give than to receive. Even if what
you're giving are a handful of losses.

mulating 10 rebounds in the process giv
ing her a double-double on the night and
improving their record to 3-0 overall. As a

UPCOMING
GAMES

Wnmen^s 2001-2002 Basketball Roster

H.Moti. Dec. 3 vs. Pacific 7:30 p.m.
No.

Name

Hometown (Previous Schooll

H Wed. Dec. 5 vs. Willamette 7:30

Pos.

HL

YryEl.

W

5-10

S r. / S r.

PG

5-3

F r. / F r.

P G

5-6

S r. / S r.

W

5-8

Jr./Jr.

P G

5-8

S r. / S r.

Portland, Ore. (Centra! Catholic)
Portland, Ore. (Wilson)
Salem, Ore. (Salem Academy)
Moscow, Idaho (Calif. Lutheran Univ.)
Colton, Ore. (Colton)

W

5-10

F r. / F r.

Richland, Wash. (Libetty Christian)

w

5-9

F r. / F r.

Elbe, Wash. (Eatonville)

p

5 - 11

S o . / F r.

H Wed. Jan. 2 vs. Warner Pacific

w

5-8

Jr./So.

Joseph, Ore. (Pepperdine Univ.)
Ritzville, Wash. (Spokane Falls CC)

w

5-10

F r. / F r.

5 - 11

Sr./Sr.

A Sat. Jan. 5 vs. Pacific Lutheran

p

p.m.

H Sat. Dec 8 vs. Evergreen State

05

Nicole Prazeau

10

Melissa Alexander

11

Jill Barram

14

Shai Workman

20

Becky Thompson

22

Mandy Dunham

23
24

Liz Clark
Jessica Baynes

25

Amy Fitch

30

Kellie Thomas

33

Heatner

5 - 11

S o . / F r.

Medford, Ore. (South Medford)
Corvallis, Ore. (Biola Univ.)
Medford, Ore. (Cascade Christian)

F r. / F r.

Corvallis, Ore. (Crescent Valley)

H Tiie. Jan. 8 vs. Paget Sound 6:00 p.m

40

Sarah Myhre ^

6-0
6-0

S0./S0.

Portland, Ore. (Central Catholic)

A Fri. Jan. 11 vs. Lewis & Clark

42

Darby Cave

5 - 11

Jr./Jr.

Eugene, Ore. (South Eugene)

50

Emily Ruggles

34

Heather Doud

Christine McCandless P

r, L fOregon State '91), 95-33, sixth year

Heod CoacfU Warmanen (Walla Walla '91), fifth year;

7:30 p.m.
A Mon. Dec. 17 vs. Marian W1

12:30 p.m.
A Tiie. Dec. 18 vs. St. Mary's IN
12:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
6:00 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

H Sat. Jan. 12 vs. Linfield 6:00 p.m.
A Fri. Jan. 18 vs. Whitworth 6:00 p.m.
A Sat. Jan. 19 vs. Whitman 6:00 p.m.

AssistanLCoaches: (George Fox '95), fourth year
issue 7
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Men struggle early: continuep to
be
positive
" —t r.: " s
1

AARON

SCHMAUTZ

49

Mansfield (Fr., PG, Beavertpn,

George Fox University
men's ba.sketball season is in full

swing and the Bruins have a new
look this year. With several key
starters receiving their diplomas
last spring. Coach Mark

Ore.), Mark Gayman (Fr., W/P,
Hillsboro, Ore.), and Steve
Leasure (Fr., P/W, Newberg,
Ore.), will help right away and be

offense.

stripe.

.

.

teammates

One bright side was that the They hung in on the boards

boards in this game, raking in 51

The Bruins once

each, and Sean Linder chipped in six of them.
11 while pulling down eight again struggled from the free
boards in the process.

After the game, coach

is to recruit on a D-3 level,

Sundquist was asked how he felt
about how his team was playing.
"I feel like we are still trying to

Sundquist had much to say.
"Recruiting at the D-3 level
is the toughest of any level. It is
the toughest part of the job as
well. GFU is a great place to be

scholarships causes some hard
ships. We just try to explain to
our recruits that GFU is a great
environment to grow spiritually,

utes of good basketball, but once
we do, I think we will be suc
cessful. The conference schedule
is what is important for us, so we

academically, and athletically.
"We expect more out of our

need to learn as much as we can

as a team from our non-confer
ence schedule and apply it to our

students and athletes. We have
JENNIFER HEPNER

Mark Gayman goes for a lay-up against tough
Cascade College defense.

Greene was injured early on
and will likely be out for several

to the Eagles 55. Fox also had a
strong showing from their bench,
lead by Woodley Polynice.
Polynice netted 15 points to lead

skills that will make them suc

games after undergoing laser eye

the Bruins, with Kenny Macy

cessful in life, as well as on the

surgery. Zach Hollin was also
injured early on, suffering from a

adding 13 and Melvin with 11.

basketball court."

duration of the season."

steals, 121 assists, 115 rebounds,
and a 87% from the free throw

line. He led the team in every

Gritters (Jr. P, Oregon City, Ore.)

College. .

digit leads throughout the game,

Tony Walther (Fr., PG, Salem,
Ore.), and John Macy (Fr., W,
Culver, Ore.), who is the last
piece of a trio of Macy brothers
on this year's team.

only difference was that this time
the comeback was being made by
Fox. After trailing the entire

point play and Bryan Wadlow hit
a much needed three pointer.

Bruins within three with 7:42 to

The lead traded hands two more

play. His three pointers, howev

times before the Boxers captured
it for good with just over nine
minutes to play.
Mark Gayman brought the

down the stretch to secure the

program and it will take
a couple of good recruit

will

turn

to

returning senior Travis Mclvin as
their new floor general. Melvin
is soon to become the 30th play
er in 103 years of GFU basketball

to build on."

The Bruins hoped

play at point. Also returning
from last year's 8-16 squad are
Jeff Greene, Bryan Wadlow, Sean
Linder, Brett Yeager, and broth
ers James and Kenny Macy.
Coach Sundquist hopes that the
newcomers to the team will help
the Bruins pick up their game.

could never catch up to
the Eagles.

When asked about the team,

pulse late in the first half,

Sundquist said, • "Woodley

when James Macy

Polynice (Sr., W, Stevenson
Ranch, Calif.) and Jeff Greene

brought Fox back to
within eight, but that was
as close as they were

lot of playing time as well. We
have a number of players off the

Seniors, Don't Forget!!
Senior porltails scheduled for Feb. 13th/14Sh in
the Cap and Gown Room Packages available!'
'A'Bdnesday(Feb. 13th). 11.00-1.30
Thursday (Feb. 14th) 2:00-5;00

It was, however, not

fi r s t

10

minutes

WEDDING PORTRAITS

and

George Fox could
not find any rhythm on
their shots, shooting only

('a/iiiirmn iimm nh onuttir (An-

I fl d i i } f u r p i i r k a i i o t u r u r n i n t i o i t !

34 percent from the field.
It appeared the Bruins
had developed a faint

going to get. The Eagles
made sure there would

A Tue. Dec. 18 vs.

Clarkson 8:00 p.m.
H Men. Dec. 31 vs.

Holy Names 5:00 p.m.
A Sat. Jan. 5 vs. Pacific

Lutheran 8:00 p.m.
H Tue. Jan. 8 vs. Puget
Sound 8:00 p.m,
A Fri. Jan 11 vs. Lewis &

Clark 8:00 p.m.
H Sat. Jan, 12 vs. Linfield

8:00 p.m.
H Tue. Jan. 15 vs. North

A Fri. Jan. 18 vs.

Whitworth 8:00 p.m.
A Sat. Jan. 19 vs. Whitman

8:00 p.m.
H = Home

A = Away

FAMILY PORTRAITS - SENIOR PICTURES - WEDDINGS • SPEClALEVENTS

meant to be. The Bruins
fell behind 25-8 in the

will be two seniors who can see a

er, apparently woke up Cascade.

they could complete the
deal at home against
Northwest College.

history to eclipse the 1000-point
mark, and should provide solid

through with 11:49 to play when
Travis Melvin completed a three

game, Travis Melvin brought the

in the rebuilding stages of the

We have a good nucleus
of players that we need

Willamette 8:00 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

a second half comeback. The

in order for us to become more

to come together and find out
what our strengths and weakness
es arc," stated Sundquist.

HFn.Dec.7 vs.

Bruins once again fell short after

step up their level of play for us

and that's a start. Our team needs

Northwest 7:30 p.m.

West Christian

They hit 8 of 10 free throws

ing classes to reach the

ATue. Dec. 4 vs.

with a five-point cushion.
The Bruins finally broke

will be competitive. We are still

top of the conference.

G A M E S

This time at home, the

is have some of our other athletes

have a good recruiting class in

Boxers. The teams traded single

T i p r o M l N G

and Pacific entered the break

ship and intelligent play
immensely. What we need to do

where Jordan carried us. We

The game was tightly con
tested, and the Bruins hoped that
their home crowd could push
them on to victory. It was not
meant to be, however, as Ray

f o r t h e fi r s t t i m e a r e J e r e d

When asked about his team's

successful and pick up in areas

P a c i fi c B o x e r s .

five point victory for the visiting

outlook for the season, Sundquist
smiled and replied, "I'm not sure
if we are ranked appropriately,
but if you look at our team, we

Green. We will miss his leader

later against the 5th ranked

the defeat and prepare for a home
rematch against Cascade

category.

"You can't replace a Jordan

in the conference two short days

in the waning seconds to clinch a

surgery and is recovering quite
well. Donning the blue and gold

amassed a total of 442 points, 81

first chance to prove themselves

Figueroa hit a pair of free throws

d i s l o c a t e d s h o u l d e r. H e h a s h a d

after a senior season in which he

The Bruins would get their

T h e B r u i n s h a d t o s h a k e o ff

Of the players gone, Jordan
to replace. Green, perhaps one of
the more prolific players ever to
suit up for the Bruins, left Fox

conference games."

James Macy and Bryan Wadlow
had six rebounds apiece.

G r e e n w i l l b e t h e m o s t d i f fi c u l t

The Bruins face Northwest

College again on December 4th
December 7 th.

"We have yet to play 40 min

solid players throughout the

Fox 40-26.

and stay focused on the details of

of money, and the lack of athletic

sions they make and the lifestyle
they lead. We want them to leave
GFU with a positive feeling. Our
job is to build relationships with
our players and teach them the

Pacific out rebounded George

before returning home to confer
ence play against Willamette on

basketball.

high expectations for all of our

throw line, making only 11-20.

figure ourselves out. Our players

need to focus on our philosophy

a student-athlete, but it costs a lot

them accountable for the deci

15
six steals.

ing the battle by only one at 37- Oayman ^

W h e n a s k e d h o w d i f fi c u l t i t

student-athletes, and we hold

with

again

Bruins were competitive on the against a much bigger squad, los added 14 points off the

Sundquisl had the tough job of
retooling in the off-season.

Bruins

with

players here at George Fox. Nate

Stajf Writer

The

J

be no comeback in the game in win.

bench that will be productive

Five Gables
PHOTOGRAPHY
Ron Dingman 503.538.9635
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Courtside Chaos; quite the spectacle

V O A HHORMANjy
NOAH

Hooiv/t

Guest Writer

hnri7^^t^r
honzontal gramcontrasted
of a hardwood gby
ym dthe
oor
a new tradition has emerged. ^Men and

A

».Tii.T

-IT

tor Craig Taylor, Chaos was formed.

banner. With the addition of a fresh new

Originally, it was a handful of freshman

staff of freshman men and women, and

alike have met chaos with an amazing
amount of praise; more praise then they

guys, soon thereafter joined by their fresh

one Junior, Uriel Plascencia, Chaos has

man girl counterparts the "Sideline Spirit."

probably ever hoped or dreamed of receiv

grown from a meager bakers dozen or so,

ing. Due to the outstanding accomplish

The 2000-2001 season was Just humble

to over 35 people, which alone is a force to

women standing proudly on the sideline

ments of last year's Lady Bruins, Chaos
was given a couple sen
tences of credit in state

mtensty marking their every aspect r^-"

and national headlines, by
the Oregonian and

mg their terrible battle cry in hopes of a
Brum victory. The banner they wave is
new to our gymnasium, but strangely

Courtside Chaos member

nough. It has already been met with areat

aren't in it for the glory;

e
Tu
hset fiironndytisIswthaayt intoaagh
ao
m
wnhtheu
resiaas^bm
al.m
oe
p

they don't want credit for

D3hoops.com. However,

the

so precisely, m a game of inches, what

basketball

teams

accomplishments. and
they don't want to be held
on high for their commit
ment to intensity at every
home game, and many

George Fox is finding out is that they

don t necessarily need more precision:
they just need a little chaos.

If you've been to any Bruin basketball
games in the last year then you most like

away games. Chaos'

ly couldn t have helped noticing the noisy

motivation comes from

and frenzied presence of the group that

something much less self

calls themselves the Courtside Chaos.

ish.. Chaos exists in order

to unite a school via pride
in their sports programs,
and to bring fun and tradi-

Maybe you ve been annoyed by their
cheering, or amused by their ridiculous
apparel, but they hope you've been
inspired by their intensity and enthusiasm.

If you haven't been to any basketball game
recently, then you probably out to go.

JENNIFER

tion

Into

Miller

Courtside Chaos keeps the Bruin spirit alive at a recent game in Wheeler. Gymnasium and to make
George Fox a place where

beginnings of what Chaos members hope be reckoned with. people are proud to be Bruins. God will-

Players, coaches, and fans alike will have
to agree that GFU basketball hasn't been

to be a long lasting George Fox tradition.

the same since the yellow and blue clad
rowdies started making it a point to show

season begins, it is evi

Players, coaches, faculty, and students ing, they are well on their way.

As the 2001-2002
dent that Chaos has been

hard at work iq the off-

up.

HEPNER

Courtside Chaos was envisioned and

-.season. Where there was

put into motion by a group of students that
couldn't help but feel that the gym floor
was lacking a sense of intensity, pride, and
tradition. Through the vision of then
freshman Jeff Otis, and through the facul

a "Quaker style" divLsion

ty support of Scott Box. and athletic direc

body flying the Chaos

Maybe
- just maybe —

of the sexes in female

Sideline Spirit and male
Courtside Chaos, there is
now a uniformed-coed

it's God you're
looking for.

TVTpn's 2001-2002 Basketball Roster
No.

N a m e

Pos.

H t .

YryEI.

12

Tr a v i s M e l v i n

W

5-1J

S r. / S r.

14

Tony Walther

P G

5-10

F r J F r.

20

James Macy

PG

6-0

S r. / S r.

If you're Interested in looking for Him with us, stop by.

21

Kenny Macy

W

6-3

Jr./Jr.

You just might find what you're looking fon

22

Sean Linder

W

6-2

St/St.

Nathan Mansfield

P G / W 6-0

F r. / F r.

24

Mark Gayman

W/P

6-4

F r. / F r.

30

Steve Leasure

P/W

6-4

JrVFr.

32

Jeff Greene

PG/W 6-1

Sr./Jr.

33

W/P

6-5

Jr./Jn

34

Zach Hollin

W

6-3

F r. / F r.

w

6-2

Sr./Sr.

6-5

Jr./Jr.

At FusioHf we care about discovering God,

40

John Macy

41

Woodley Polynice

42
43
44

jered Gri tiers

Bryan Wadlow

Fusion is Evergreen Chrisdan Center's
College-age Community.
We're

P

W/P

6-4
6-3

w

5-n

SoVSo.

F M D AY S

7,30p<7i
iNfOIIMMIUH

So./So.

503.648.7168
_

W/P

at

4 4 0 0 l i l W ( i l M a i e fi M d
fn NiJHbcfC

f

c

TMAII

cniduginelif;'^e<dour$qudre.or9

Brett Veager

Mark Johnson

wherever He may be found.

Chrh & ietrifer Mangbielli

F r. / F r.
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calendar & NEWS!

December 2001
Sunday

28

27

26

25

S AT U R D AY

F R I D AY

T H U R S D AY

WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY

M O N D A Y

Women's Basketball
vs. Western Baptist
College or Northwest
College, TBA

30

29
Men's Basketball vs.

Women's Basketball vs.

Cascade College, 7:30 pm

Western Baptist College or
Northwest College, TBA

Men's Basketball vs. Pacific
University, 8:00 pm
Masterpeace, 7:30 p.m.

Masterpeace, 7:30 p.m.

8
Men's Basketball at
Students in Recital, 4:15

Northwest College, 7:00 pm
Masterpeace, 7:30 pm

p.m.

Evergreen State, 7:30
p.m.

Small Group Ensemble, 7:30

Men's Basketball vs.

p m

Willamette, 8:00 p.m.

11

10

Women's Basketball vs.

Women's Basketball vs.
Willamette, 6:00 pm

13

12

15

14

Midyear Commencement,
2:00 pm

Dead Day

Candlelight Vespers, 3:00 pm

No Classes

Residence Halls Close, 5:00
p.m.

—Final Exams-Final Exams—Final Exams—

17

16

18

19

22

21

20

CHRISTMAS BREAK - CHRISTMAS BREAK
26

25

24

23

28

27

29

CHRISTMAS BREAK - CHRISTMAS BREAK -

I

I

I

I

Security: a r o u n d - t h e - c l o c k b u s i n e s s
most common phone call she
receives is about parking tickets.
The most complaints she
receives are about petty theft and

l o c a t e d a t U - H a l l AV h e e l e r a n d

she said, "That's the most annoy

perimeter and if campus security

c e r s a r e t r a i n e d i n fi r s t a i d / C P R

ing. That shouldn't happen

and fire extinguisher safety and
m u s t b e c e r t i fi e d b y t h e

here."

needs help, NPD comes to back
them up.
That hasn't happened this

continued from page 1
and eight are ticket writers and
office personnel.
T h e s e n i o r a n d s t u d e n t o f fi

Department of Public Safety and
Standards Training (DPSST).
Buchholz, currently in her
second year at G.F.U., said the

Campus security is a 24hour business. "During the night

I

Final Examination

Bauman parking lots.
He said the Newberg Police

Schedule

Department patrols the campus

Regular Class Start Time
Starting On Any Day Listed)

F a l l S e m e s t e r D e c . 11 - 1 4

Tuesday, 10:00 a.m.
Thursday, 8:00 a.m.
Thursday, 8:00 a.m.
Tuesday. 10:00 a.m.
Friday. 8:00 a.m.
Thursday. 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, 8:00 a.m.
Wednesday, 8:00 a.m.
Wednesday, 10:00 a.m.

c o n fi d e n t t h a t t h e w o r d i s o u t

7:40 a.m. VB

report suspicious persons," said

about the new safety technology

7:45 a.m.MWF

Mulholland. There are call boxes

on campus.

8:(X) a.m.MWF or Daily

Accident: one killed, one injured
a building and continued across
First Street before coming to rest

after the initial report from
Washington County, a shot rang
out from inside the pickup. The
bullet traveled outside the pickup

wanted on any warrants in the
area. Le's driving record
revealed there was nothing
unusual. There was no indication

and struck the cave of the home,

why the man attempted to elude

against a home located at 1412 E.

which had been evacuated min

police.

First St, across 99W from Wilder

utes earlier.

House. Although the home was

About 10 minutes

occupied, no one inside the home
was injured in the crash.

later police heard a

Newberg and Tigard police offi
cers, as well as deputies from the
Yamhill County Sheriff's Office
and troopers from the Oregon

pickup. Police
approached the truck
"tactically" and deter

State Police, surrounded the car

dead

from

a

self-

at a distance and ordered Lc to

inflicted gunshot to

exit the truck with his hands

the head with a .30-

raised.

c a l l b c r r i fl e .

Police saw Le reaching
behind the seat and moving
around the cab of the pickup and
at 10:57 p.m., seven minutes

A background
check on Le revealed

no criminal history
and the man wasn't

9:00 a.m. MWF or Daily
9:00 a.m. UHF
10:00 a.m. UH
10:20 a.m. UH

11:00 a.m.MWF or Daily
1:00 a.m. UH

12:00 p.m. MWF or Daily
12:00 p.m. UHF

1:00 p.m. MWF or Daily
1:15 p.m. MWF or Daily
1:15 p.m. UHF

2:15 p.m. MWF or Daily

second shot from the

mined that Lc was

Two-Hour Exam Begins

year and Mulholland said he is

students call for escorts or to

8:00 a.ni.UHF

continued from page 1

I

2:15 p.m. UH
2:35 p.m. UH
3:00 p.m. UH
We are a full service family Restaurant with a
feel of the wine country. Hand painted
murals, 3 fireplaces. We have a kids-friendly
menu just for them. We also have banquet
facilities for up to 60 ppl. So come let our
new menu, happy hour, and

3:15 p.m. MWF or Daily
3:15 p.m. UH
3:30 p.m. UH

4:00 p.m. MWF or Daily
4:15 p.m. MWF or Daily

new management team serve you.

4:15 p.m. UH
4:30 p.m. UH

503-537-2900, fax- 503-537-5097

Evening Classes

2818 Portland Rd., Newberg, Or 97132

Friday, 10:00 a.m.
Tuesday, 8:00 a.m.

Wednesday, 3:00 p.m.
Thursday. 1:00 p.m.
Thursday, 1:00 p.m.
Tuesday. 1:00 p.m.
Friday, 1:00 p.m.
Thursday, 3:00 p.m,
Thursday, 3:00 p.m.
Friday, 3:00 p.m.

Wedne.sday. 1:00 p.m.
Friday, 3:00 p.m.
Friday. 3:00 p.m.
Tuesday, 8:00 a.m.
Tuesday, 8:00 a.m.

Tuesday, 3:00 p.m.
Tuesday, 3:00 p.m.
Final Class Period

